Grids
Programmable Energy Continuums
This series began with interest in energy grids as usually conceived along ley
lines. In November of 2012, it became apparent that the series had progressed
sufficiently to require a less limited view of the concept. Thus a new name
was coined. Both are used in the title, to provide context as further
information is provided. The terms are interchangeable, but ‘Programmable
Energy Continuums’ is less limited and thus preferable.
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Request for information regarding the energy grid seen during a recent meditation
Feb. 25, 1998 A
group
JANU: The nature of grids as inquired of by this one is such that to address one without
laying a foundation of understanding of this reality and its many applications and
functions would not be the best service here, you see. The grid work performed by and
involved with by so many is an order or structure for balancing and managing the forces
of creation and the many interplays, stabilizing, enriching, monitoring, balancing and,
yes, creating. It is a system of organizing the processes of design and creation and
implementation. This need not be left to higher orders of planetary and systemic scale,
you see, dear one. This living reality can be organized and initiated by you as well. This
grid, or these grids, you may choose to experiment with can have any properties you
choose to invest in them, ranging from color or colors, sounds or frequency, qualities of
unconditional love or energy support or monitoring of conditions through the system and
a feedback mechanism for disturbances and imbalances to alert you of these and locate
and identify. These grids can have a perimeter of any shape you desire. They can be socalled cubical from your three dimensional point of view in their grid structure or other
legitimate or functional geometric shapes, you see.
Learn, then, of these different configurations through inner exploration and
experimentation as well as the outer examinations of known properties of these patterns,
you see. These grids can be programmed for limited duration or specific levels of
influence and sensitivity or responsiveness. There is wisdom in understanding the nature
of that you would create in these forms for they will play out and perform as you design.
What is a grid, then, but an ordered arrangement of function of consciousness? It
obeys properties of design and natural order. It can co-penetrate your being or be at a
distance giving a perspective as you choose. It can be used to travel to another locale or
reality and be a monitor or conveyor or storehouse, so to speak, of that need and gained
from this journey and return for examination and other benefit. Grids can be a composite
of the designs of more than one consciousness as a cooperative effort. They can grow and
change in shape and inner configuration as needed either automatically or by design of
intent of change. They can be multi-dimensional. They even can serve as conveyance for
those who understand the principles and have the ability for such focus and concentration
and order of thought. So you see, dear one, there is much to consider in pondering the
reality of grids.

Constructing a grid to help facilitate a non-violent solution to the conflict with Iraq
(a service attunement)

Feb. 18, 1998 C

JANU: Now, then, as this afternoon's service, we would marshal our forces, so to speak,
and direct them into the area of stabilizing the field of opportunity for those who serve
nondestructive resolution of the Iraqi conflict. Understand this, dear one, in all conflict
there is solution. And there is a solution in this one that does not require these destructive
forces that move to the brink of violence. What we serve this afternoon is the condition,
the field of opportunity for resolution sought for by certain members of your world and
the hierarchy. Realize that this opportunity for resolution is under direct observation of
those who monitor and ascertain merit of the choices of humanity and their movements in
consciousness. Not to interfere but to learn.
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We will construct a grid this afternoon, even as we speak, that brings stability to
this region and provide avenues of networking of those efforts by the peacemakers. This
grid will be given the conditions of coordinating the sharing of perspectives,
understandings, and energetic contributions with all parties involved, and cross-linking
and unifying these for greater clarity, meeting the complexities of this situation. We will
now imbue this grid with this function and assign those elements necessary for its
maintenance and adjustments. Even as we speak, we observe the life of this structure
developing and the response, in those who serve, to this networking opportunity.
This grid extends to the neighboring countries and will continue for one hundred
days. It does have connection to, at various points, with other grids for coordination.
Through this operation there will be available to all involved an opportunity to see more
clearly a non-violent solution. We declare this to be so at this time and initiate this into
full operation.
We thank you for your participation this afternoon, our brother. Namaste, our
brother. In good service, we continue.
Editor’s note: The “100 days” of this attunement would have run through
May 29th. For historical reference, in Feb. 1998, UN Secretary General Kofi
Annan brokered a peaceful solution to problems resulting from the UN
weapons inspection process in Iraq. Baghdad continued to impede the
inspections teams, and finally called a halt to the UN weapons inspection in
August of 1998 with war resulting in December of 1998.

The Consortium of One on Earth's nervous system like grid
Feb. 25, 1998 A
JANU: Yes, good afternoon, my brother. I am Janu speaking. And let us commence this
afternoon's presentation that will be in the form of a dialogue consisting of those
elements prepared by an entourage or gathering of guests to continue the understanding
relevant to these times of change. This gathering addresses you through this process with
a challenge and a commitment of support. The challenge being one of entering into a
world wide consortium of the directors for the management, overview, and
implementation of your world's restructuring. This consortium is known as "the
Consortium of One" and within that title, if you will, are a number of factions.
THE CONSORTIUM OF ONE:
The faction for your consideration this day is the
one that embraces Earth's electrical or--no, electrical will suffice--grid or network. While
the Earth does have what you would call a nervous system, this system can be influenced
through a kind of programming and support for change. The electrical network or grid for
your world is undergoing change even as we speak. And yes, of course, it does have
corresponding energy centers, what you would call a plexus or nerve center, that are hub
activities for distribution of information in the form of signals for responses throughout
the world and certain types of vitality support.
Some of the changes taking place at this time and in due course consist of
stepping up the vibratory rate, not uniformly but according to a design or plan that best
serves many adjustments taking place in your world today. Your contribution can be in
the form of anchoring, through your merging and assimilation capability, these processes
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for change into the structures that make up your world, both of a dense and more etheric
nature. You can, and have the ability to, align yourself with and become one with a
variety of these vibratory rate shifts, and bridge them into directed receptors throughout
the world. We will, of course, guide each of these activities for best results.
There will be other opportunities for involvement to be described at a later time, as you
engage what is offered. We at this time will not have the need to designate a single being
for identification and liaison. Your contact will be the Consortium of One, and yes this
will fit nicely into your increasing collection of ongoing service opportunities. We of the
Consortium of One salute your progress thus far, making this offer possible, and we
salute your brother Janu for his tutelage and wise counsel, enabling your preparation. We
will withdraw at this time and look forward to your future contacts. We are the
Consortium of One. Good afternoon, our brother.

March 13, 1998 C
The Solar Grid
(a service attunement)
JANU: This solar grid reality extends throughout your solar system even to your
outermost--seemingly outermost--Pluto, and to three bodies beyond it. These bodies are
diminutive; however, they are part of the network. The solar grid is governed by the solar
hierarchy. This grid resembles concentric spherical shells, each shell centered on the orbit
of each world. The moons and other artifacts are sub-shells within each domain. The
outer three are tentative, not requiring much exchange or interaction to sustain those
bodies. They have only recently become shells, formerly being sub-shells within that of
Pluto's domain.
Now then, as to the reason for our presence in relation to this structure at this
time, it is in the form of serving the Earth's alignment with its shell in this solar grid. For
even the Earth's imminent passage into new expression is not isolated from the system of
which she is a part. There is the need for some alignment with the human portion of the
collective consciousness of the Earth with this aspect of your system's structure. We now
engage in pattern modification or accommodation of the field of consciousness of the
Earth to shell alignment. This will assist mankind in the awakening process, bringing
much needed support through alignments of the elements of being.
There is some wisdom in seeing yourself as a member of the solar system and its
hierarchy, more than just that of the Earth, you see. It would be well if more of humanity
moved into this understanding. There is much to learn of the solar hierarchy that has
dominion over the entire solar system. We can examine this further, should you inquire
and develop a broader understanding and relationship with this reality. [This became
another series of inquiry, The Solar Hierarchy, not as yet published. The reader may wish
to pursue this on his/her own.]
We have served the purpose of our service this day and thank you for this
opportunity.

Protocols and effectiveness in personal grid construction
April 20, 1998 A
JANU: As to protocols and effectiveness in personal grid construction, let us attune to
these factors, that being suitability. There are infinite possibilities in grid form and
features. Those suitable to individual, personal needs best take on some of the pattern
characteristics of the individual, to be in harmony with, balanced support, whether this be
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the subtle body or body elements. Grids that support communication one to another and
the transfer of supportive energies and those patterns serve best when constructed in
harmony with the natural grid patterns that support such communication, patterned after
Earth's natural grid systems of communication. Other grid forms, for purposes of
transmutation and transportation, are those patterns that build or take advantage of
corridors of connectivity for connecting with other locations or realities with additional
properties of transformation for the purpose of transmutation. You are correct to observe
that what you have called "micro-grids" can be constructed for particular purposes in
aiding health improvement in any part of the body or that of another, realizing that some
unique configurations are in order, depending upon that served. One grid form does not
suit all needs optimally.
Now, the grid will form up based on your intent and parameters. To micromanage, if you will, its construct mechanically would take adeptship not available to you
at this time, although you may observe in detail the forming up of such grids. Grids
constitute, in your world, a vast array of support functions. Many are what you would call
naturally formed. But many more are formed by intent, with great care and precision.
There are what you would call masters or adepts of this form of service and their
contribution is integral to life's ongoingness, especially in the area of moment-to-moment
simultaneous reconfigurations.
Now then, the word "grid" can be misleading, for it suggests a uniform
arrangement of lines, whether they be a drawing or lines of energy or consciousness, and
this is not always so. In energy or consciousness "construct," with purpose and
parameters, might better describe these creations and can be grid-like in their
arrangement, for many constructs would appear as solid objects or shapes with vibrant
and fluid, living and luminous properties. An energetic construct can even appear as a
lifeform, far from the stationary, fixed structure you may envision. Grids, or structures of
this nature, can be in constant movement, adapting to changing conditions and changes in
design, according to a set of instructions. They can vary as freely and as numerously as
can the thought or thoughts that create them.
So understand the word "grid" in this way. There are grid functions that can be
accessed to facilitate an object of intent already designed for you, you see, as resource.
You would do well to become familiar with the ability to increase your awareness of
these resources and how to access them. You do this by constructing a grid for this
purpose, with design parameters to regulate access as to not be excessive or overwhelm
the condition you address. A grid need not be stationary but can be projected from one
reality to another to be activated at the destination or along the way.

Removing blocks to the conscious embrace of human destiny
Nov. 2, 2000 A
JANU: I am Janu speaking and it is pleasing to see at this time that we have achieved a
greater measure of success in the coming together of our two realities, our two
consciousnesses, our two vital presences. Let us continue this and we shall achieve even
greater success.
To establish or find routes of connection in communications of this nature, it is
best that one proceed along fairly carefully defined and shaped or designed lines of
progress. These accomplishments in relative consciousness belong to an order of
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established monks that existed at a time, and still do, for that matter, in the annals of the
human adventure. These monks prescribed these arrangements to begin with the
assimilation of the larger truths of being in the neophyte’s growing consciousness. These
we have begun nicely and will continue to proceed with. These monks also prescribed a
measure of, a modicum of, awareness of the world and human conditions leading to an
appreciation of the design and destiny for the movement of a world. We will grow in this
as time goes by, allowing our destiny together to manifest its potential.
We will proceed with this at this time in the manner of aligning ourselves with the
so-called energy grids that play a larger role in the organization of life for your world
than some might imagine. These grids are structured in many ways, or patterns, having to
do with frequency, refraction of the planes of existence, shifting compounds of subtle
substance, and the feedback loops that are essential to these structures. Feedback systems
essential for self-correction or continuation of intended course, allowing for
modifications as things proceed.
We would have you know at this time that there will be coming to your world a
system of structures leading to the annihilation, if you will, of those factors of human
consciousness that continue to mask its conscious embrace of its own destiny. This is not
an arbitrary imposition, but an agreement with, and initiated by, your world’s
participants. It is essential, so essential, for those who are awakening to be a beacon of
stability, confidence, assuredness, and understanding for those who are stripped away of
these blinders, that they not be overwhelmed with the magnitude of what lies before them
and who they truly are. We implore you, and those of your understanding, to accept this
mantle on the benefit of your companions on the greatest adventure of their journeys thus
far.

Thought Shaping
Dec. 19, 2001 B
JANU: What we have achieved so far in this understanding pertains to their basic nature.
What we have in store for today’s understanding deals more with the exploration of grid
consciousness.
It is possible to order or structure one’s consciousness or thoughts, and yes, even
one’s feelings, emotions, as a grid entity for a purpose. Thought shaping refines the
movement of thought as a finely focused reality gaining much headway on its path to
completion and manifestation. Thought shaping through grid understanding and
application virtually eliminates distraction and the meandering that gives difficulty to so
many. We will practice, from time to time, basic thought shapes. Shaping, then, does not
refer so much to a three dimensional form but more to a pattern that is in harmony with
the intent and the object of the thought, you see. Various thought shapes apply to one of a
number of purposes or intents with variation and, yes, it is possible to arrive at an ability
for multiple-shaped thoughts, or should we say, multiple shapes for a thought for various
purposes.
Let us begin now with a basic thought shape. We would have you invoke a
spherical thought, or a thought grid, in perfect symmetry and balance and this thought
shape is not subject to any distraction. In time you will get accustomed to defining shape
in terms other than three dimensional form, but for now we allow to begin this way, as a
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point of embarkation. So the sphere will do for now. And this thought shape completes
itself in a symmetrical, perfectly balanced and configured presence of mind.
(Extended pause)
Spherical thought shape leaves one poised to embrace other realities.
(Extended pause)
Thank you, my brother, for this opportunity to begin this study as an adjunct to
the study of grids. We remain the Brotherhood of Light. Namaste.
Jan. 31, 2003 C
Understanding the nature and function of grids
JANU: I am Janu speaking, answering your call to explore more fully the nature of grids
and their function.
From a paranormal point of view, they have reality and structure and organize life
in such a way as to bring about connections, avenues of cooperation between design and
function. Grids parallel the understanding brought about by the orders of life that
generate the design for life engagement. Their substance is a variety of realities having to
do with various forms of energy closely tied to conscious thought and are, at times,
created for the purpose of exploring a thought or thoughts to a variety of conclusions.
Grids propel thought energy into the ethers, if you will, and carry out the
conditions or parameters of their design. They begin by energizing the fields of creation
to which they are attuned. We will pause at this time and resume at the next opportunity,
due to an interruption. Namaste, our brother.

Oct. 20, 2004 A
Using unlimited consciousness: Earth’s large energy grids
JANU: May we conclude at this time the many insurgences into the Mysteries of Life as
they pertain to the next generation of thinking. By this we mean the wonderings of life
are beset with imaginings that curtail open exploration without limiting factors, you see.
So, from this point, let us assume a predisposition toward what some would call a
flagrant use of unlimited consciousness, open-mindedness, and freedom from the
limitations of identity.
Absorb then that which becomes present in your awareness. Each particle of
absorption renders the consciousness free to experience more of the totality of life as it
addresses the miracle of being. Take a moment now to proceed in this way.
You have become aware of the large-scale energy grids of your world. Allow
your consciousness to absorb these. Yes, that is it. Experience their order, their vitality,
and their dynamics. Notice the transition from observing them to being them, and you
begin to understand their connection to other realities. They are part of a
trans-dimensional, or multi-dimensional, nervous system that never sleeps. As you can
see, these grids surround and penetrate all of the Earth and are part of its life. Listen to
the flows of communication.
Serving the Earth in this way, in this mode of relationship and being, allows one
to be everywhere at once and function multi-dimensionally. Much more to learn here.
Thank you, our brother, and namaste.
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Sept. 6, 2005 B
Service to the Earth grid (following Hurricane Katrina)
JANU: We hold, then, this evening a prayer for that which is disturbed in the south of
your nation. This grid disturbance has brought to the fore much of what is to be dealt with
in the aftermath of the many forces that have been set in motion across the Earth grid.
This grid is similar to a broadcasting network that other worlds and beings can perceive.
Humanity has had the impression for eons that its perception of supremacy in a
life that is on the Earth must indeed be in the universe as well. This is not the case, our
brother, for the Order of Life exists with countless variations of magnificent themes of
life in motion. And the Earth grid, which registers the range of human consciousness, is
not isolated in the sea of life. The opportunity here for all humanity is for soul-searching,
introspection, appraisal of its care of the Earth and each other, nation to nation, group to
group, religion to religion, man to woman, and of course children,. There are those ready
and able to assist humanity in its awakening to rise from confusion into a life filled with
purpose.
In time, large corporations, Big Business as you call, will see that its true strength
and success and prosperity lies in a prosperous population, free to explore creativity, that
genius may flourish around the world and open the door of the future for everyone, not
draining humanity’s resources for their own profit. There is much to be accomplished for
this grid of yours to be a less painful experience and become one of Light and upliftment.
Ponder this, our brother, as we continue this understanding. Namaste.

Sept. 13, 2005 B
Using Earth’s grids to help Afghanistan (a service attunement)
JANU: We have held with us this evening a Sagittarian influence that agrees to move
with this need to overcome the plight of Afghanistan. Let us journey, then, to the heart of
this and begin our discourse and service.
Reaching, then, into the pattern of grid influence in this region, one must take a
look at the color of the grid which has a degree of red and very little blue and the need for
green. This will help assuage the history of this country and the destructive nature
through its history, of its people. Let us, then, energize this area of the grid, the Earth
grid, with the green pattern of influence. We do so at this time, most energetically, our
brother. Let us begin.
(Extended pause)
This becomes an inverted vortex. That is correct. Focus your being through the
crown, into the next chakra. Become one with the grid in this region and manifest the
green that you see. And now gold, binding these changes. As you can see, this gold is
self-luminous.
Thank you, my brother, and namaste.

May 28, 2012 B
Balancing Earth’s Grids (a service attunement)
JANU: We begin, then, this evening’s service with a calibration, if you will, of that
which belongs to the network of life, called grids. The grids we speak of at this time are
on the edge of the domain of Cornwall, England, for there exists within this region an
energy anomaly that is regarded by many as a sacred site. That that is sacred here belongs
to a previous culture known as “the Manendites.” These traveling beings have brought to
this area the first challenges of renewal.
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Let there begin, then, an understanding of this region’s energetic reality and its
impingement upon the planetary grids. What we calibrate here this evening is this
disturbance in the grid system, bringing more balance and harmony. The nature of this
disturbance is a trilogy of sorts that belongs to a neighboring world. It is not part of the
Earth design. It is being encapsulated or confined, if you will, even as we speak.
Our service this evening is not to explore the origins of this, but to serve the
Earth. And we do so at this time, our brother.
(Extended pause)
Thank you, our brother. And namaste.

Alpha Centauri
August 31, 2012 A
JANU: Grids, then, being what some have called ‘creations to accomplish ordered
function.’ Ordered function has its role in the determination of focused intent and
purpose; grids, then, being born of co-creative forces that lend themselves to becoming,
manifesting, partnering, so to speak, with life and those who live it. Grids then are best
understood as structured thought, programmed in many ways. Yes, even communication
between worlds can be performed by, enhanced by, grid structures. To form a grid, one
must be in harmony with life in their own creative abilities through organized thought.
Emotion has to do with patterning and commitment or follow-through.
Let us explore this morning the grid application of connecting with another world
or another species. Allow oneself to become configured as a grid for this purpose and
therefore the grid follows the pattern of the intent and becomes a link. Now, on the other
end of this grid, on another world, if you choose, a recipient for two way communication
must be so attuned and alert; otherwise, this path of communication is one sided.
Let the link begin and the grid so construct as to form a reality of energy between
two worlds. You will affix a destination here as the nearest world with sentient life. In
this case, it is taking about ten seconds for the formation.
Another construct is the connection be harmonious with the well-being of
everyone involved. And the duration is thirty minutes…correction: three minutes.
The world is in {near}Alpha Centauri. The lifeforms are globular clusters, rearranging, and are accustomed to such communication. Theirs is a world of creation
through thought and not so much physical technology as energetic possibilities and
constructs, allowing for many parameters of existence. So their connection with life is
more in the nature of understanding connection and influence. This is their path to growth
and evolution.
And we are drawing near the termination of this brief connection . So we bid them
adieu and will be grateful for this connection. It is terminated our brother. So, as you can
see, the possibilities are endless, but must be managed with intelligence and a sensitivity
for life and its well-being. We thank you, our brother, for this opportunity and bid you
good morning. Namaste.
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Sept. 28, 2012 B
Grid Maintenance (a service attunement)
JANU: We have with us this evening that which belongs to a favored member of the
team, due to their expertise in this area. This one belongs to a group of individuals that
collectively master the grids of Earth. What we serve this evening is the maintenance of
these grids by the team so talented in such.
What then is the nature of service needed by the Earth’s grid system? What is
needed is a strengthening, building into uniformity, of the energetic levels and qualities
of the many elements of this system. These talented beings employ methods, to attain
such, that many have yet to understand. When these are at work, they are for the most
part invisible, but one does observe the grid’s response to their service. A number of
elements of Earth’s grid system fluctuate in intensity due to the many procedures that
these grids are used for, many of which are the function of nature.
We must proceed, then at this point, our brother, and join in this service. Yes, you
can see the flashes of light where junctions are restored, gaps in energy are equalized.
This will take some time. The orchestration of this process is a marvel to behold. There
will be a testing regimen when the maintenance is completed, to verify function and the
completeness of the service, you see.
Thank you, our brother, and namaste.

Programmable Energy Continuums – a new name for “Grids”
Nov. 22, 2012
JANU: Grids, then, being the subject of interest this morning, let us agree that this
subject bears continuing exploration, for the grid understanding to this point is somewhat
limiting, you see. There is some need to use a better name for this reality, for “aligned
grid” is a very small component in this understanding. Yes, these are ‘energy
continuums.’ ‘Programmed energy continuums’ describes these nicely, our brother, and
these they shall be. The new name opens the door to the pathway of broader
understanding of the diverse nature of these continuums.
This morning’s journey delves into the further reality of these, for these
continuums exist in a multitude of co-existence. One can program a continuum to read, if
you will, the program of another, for they can and are a network of communication of
varied information and purpose. Programmed energy continuums primarily exist for the
duration of the program, you see. They are program specific, but do not initiate activity or
purpose on their own. Their ability to accept programming on virtually any level of
reality speaks to their versatility.
Let us understand that these realities, these continuums, are not created solely by
the programmer. They are created by a complex reality or source field at the direction of
the programmer. The programmer does not create the grid or the continuum, but initiates
it. There are those who have the ability to create similar fields or continuums, but this is
currently beyond the scope of these discourses.

Jan. 5, 2013
The elements needed to create a continuum
JANU: These continuums best represent a co-creator of enlightened nature and a degree
of mastership of control. To produce a continuum effectively, one must begin with an
understanding of their function, the commands that produce them, and the consciousness
interface, if you will. The consciousness interface has to do with a clear focus on the
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result desired for any continuum. A function of these is known to produce movement in
life, energy-based, triggering other realities. The nature of these continuums is an energy
reality dormant for the most part, and not self-directed or initiated.
Now, the command or postulate from consciousness immediately creates a
reaction in the True Nature of life that is the authority for a continuum. Now, the
effectiveness of this creation is a function of wisdom, conditioning by intent that is in
harmony with the flow of life, enhancing purposeful destiny. Now, as you can see,
wisdom is a key factor in this scenario. Wisdom comes from individual and collective
consciousness gained from a foundation of experience of the journeys of life. All of these
elements are in play, harmoniously and automatically, when initiated by co-creative
desire.
Continuing this journey, one must begin to allow the experiences to develop of
embracing these realities, these elements. We will continue with this as requested, slowly
at first as the foundation is built. Thank you, our brother, and namaste.
Feb. 14, 2013
Structures for life to realize its potential
JANU: These energy continuums we speak of belong to a group of realities that best
represent the many elements or systems of life that give it self-control, maneuverability,
adaptability, regenerative and the creative powers. These programmable continuums
allow for the elements of life to be agents of these controls and bring change to a life that
is ever changing. These continuums are mostly used as short-term solutions to
communicating perceived needs for change, displaying for all who wish to observe, and
yes, in some cases, participate in a structure of life and its focus.
The swirling of these currents of life generate energetic formations that are the
fingers of creation through movement. These continuums are needed to fulfill potential
and bring about order to what seems like chaos and lack of direction. Understand that the
potential of life is behind this, but potential needs structure to channel its reality into
being.
The continuums are generated and programmed by many species of life and can
be programmed with a thought of understanding to act as a projection of delivery and
communication. Consider this when pondering communication with another world, you
see.
There are continuums everywhere, for life is everywhere. As programming
continuums may be new to most of humanity, when attuned to their reality, you may
discover many of these projections are already around you. They can be programmed to
leave imprints to be discovered later, imprints of energy patterns that survive for the
duration of the program. Some are very brief and some long lasting. As you attune to life,
be mindful of the presence of programmable energy continuums and what they carry.

March 26, 2013
All of life is programmable
JANU: We are most interested today in the discovery of the potential use of these
continuums. And in a way, our brother, they are already programmed to be
programmable, and this fundamental program is inherent in all of life, not just these
continuums, you see. Everything in life is programmable, as is your own experience.
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How could this not be so, if you are one with all life and all life is one with you and all
life is programmable?
Now what is meant here by ‘programmable’? It means any reality can be
influenced by creative consciousness. Witness your scientific discovery that even an
atom, when observed by a consciousness, is no longer the same by virtue of the
observation, you see. So the programmability of life is universal.
Now, as this relates to energy continuums, their programmability is not unlimited.
For the annihilation of life and its Source are protected from this. Destruction or change
in form is allowed, because it is a function of renewal. But destruction, with no property
of renewal, is not. Even the loss of a species in your world’s nature, is renewal path for
the consciousness or spirit, if you will, continues and manifests in other venues and in
other ways. So renewal is preserved. For a species’ physical form is not eternal, you see,
our brother. It is part of a process of life regeneration, and the gaining of experience and
wisdom.
So, when programming a continuum, keep this in mind, that your programming
be wise and in harmony with essential life. You ask why continuums are programmable.
All of these influences in the destiny of life are its nature of ever-changing opportunity
and possibilities, through manifestation, and the relationships that ensue. All of creation
is programmable for this reason; otherwise life in motion would reveal little. For the
programming, you see, by its elements, allows for discovery and exploration of life. Let
there be, then, a coming together of perceptions that life is in constant motion, constant
change, and alive and conscious, and enriching itself. For what is potential’s purpose if
unrealized, unexplored, unmanifest, and not understood? These continuums are part of
this and, when used wisely, benefit greatly.
The exploration of life and its own evolution, being part of this, as a creative
consciousness, is a privilege and an honor and ennobles you and the Source of your
being. Let this exploration continue a new understanding and participating in the nature
of life. Namaste, our brother.

May 6, 2013
The nature and importance of Programmable Energy Continuums
JANU: I am Janu speaking, working then today with that when understood aright is a
far-reaching and profound understanding of the nature of life in the form of
“programmable energy continuums,” sometimes called “grids.”
What is a continuum, then, in this sense? It is a reality that can extend to more
than one venue of life, connecting more than one venue of life, and serving more than one
venue of life. There can be continuums of thought, of service, of energy, of life in
motion, and of change. Now, the programmable aspect of this reality—these realities—is
a continuation of the programmable reality of all of life. As to these continuums, their
programs are possible through the manipulation of the elements of energy forming the
continuum, you see. And these energies can be, and usually are, diverse in nature,
rendering them programmable into a wide variety of functions. These programs can be
given limited duration, modifications triggered by measured results along the way, and
mutations that program the program, or, we should say, re-program the program. And
these re-programmings are monitored and compared to the original purpose of the
program, you see.
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Now, these continuums need not represent vast distances in space and worlds.
They can be even microscopic in scope, performing fundamental function in the fabric of
life and in the essential nature of your own existence. Yes, they even extend to the
singularity. And, in a completely different manner and form, the singularity is
programmed. All of life is, our brother. But all programs not to be understood in the same
way. Life is too varied for that, too many possibilities, too many subtle relationships.
Progressions of our recent exploration are continuums of thought. Progressions of
thought develop a principle, a concept, a philosophy to a programmed outcome, even
though the outcome is unknown at the time. It is a progression based upon the reality of
the moment. It can be called ‘life’s potential.’ So you see, then, our brother, in a sense
life itself is a continuum, one that is programmable through many realities.
You ask the importance, then, of these continuums and their programmability and
their energies. Their importance is that they speak to the nature of existence, the nature of
life, and they are an intimacy of life in motion and, in a sense, the ‘aliveness’ of it all,
dynamic, in motion, powerful, and influence everything. Of course these are important.
And the mastering of them, in participation with their purpose and flow of life, is a
journey in itself.
Understand these things, our brother, as we open our journeys to a greater
understanding into the nature of life. Namaste, our brother.

June 27, 2013
Vehicles of creative thought or co-creation
JANU: The reality of programmable energy continuums is a very important part of life
for it is intertwined within life’s fabric and resides in the province of consciousness, not
just individual’s but the essential consciousness of life itself. These continuums respond
to the call of life, so to speak, with a purpose and agenda, realization that all of life
benefits from enlightened management, not control so much as direction, support. As
stated before, all of life is programmable. Not so much as different than as primary
function, capability, naturalness. But modifications can be made.
Many consider their existence as a human being so individual that they own every
part of their existence and have authority over everything. This is a limited view, our
brother. Life exists in cooperation and harmony with itself, its nature, and its potential.
These continuums grow and diminish, project and withdraw, constantly. Life is an
interesting journey of unlimited complexity and profound simplicity, co-existing in
cooperation.
We would have you understand this, our brother, that the real benefit, the real
purpose of programming is the initiation of creation. Programmable energy continuums
are a vehicle for creation and they are timeless as a part of life. Now, you inquire as to
their memory or record of involvements, creations. The answer is ‘yes’ for each memory,
each program is only a potential, a dormant potential, for it takes consciousness to
activate them and program them. All of their activity is a result of this. Even a prayer, our
brother, is similar to this vehicle of creative thought. But the variations on this theme are
many indeed.
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Oct. 8, 2013
The natural flow of life
JANU: These continuums are a natural resource for humanity and all of life, although
indirectly. The scale of their influence is, in a sense, unlimited, but the conditions for
their involvement set the scale. These continuums are best understood not as limited to
physical manifestation but function and influence through all of life’s realities and a
natural occurrence. They are dormant unless activated, and are activated by the
circumstances of life, not by individual intent or manipulation. But, in a very real sense,
life programs these continuums as it has need of them.
It is a vehicle of change, with very precise and complex programmability. It is to
life as your own creativity is to you, when you choose to respond to a need in the
circumstances of life and you initiate changes to accommodate these. Your role in their
activity is to be aware of them, allow them to function freely in your life, and respect
their service.
Continuums exist to propel human thought and desires and other circumstances of
life into meaningful and successful outcomes. And the theme here is always the
harmonious enrichment of life. Those continuums are omnipresent. Life is intimately
capable of their programming at any moment. The duration of a continuum’s
programming can be instantaneous or the life of a world and beyond. For wherever life
exists, this natural part of its existence is present.
How does one tell, then, when a continuum is at work? One way is an observance
of the natural unfolding of a portion of life more successfully than you could design on
your own. You call this “being in the flow of life” and, of course, that is what it is.
Now, it is possible to be in such a state of consciousness, rejection and denial and
disharmony, that you thwart its benefits. It is your choice, our brother. But for those who
allow themselves to move with life harmoniously, openly, and lovingly, the flow of life
contributes to solutions and a naturalness to the unfolding of every moment. This does
not require cleverness or special intelligence, but a loving relationship with life, with
intimacy and openness, receptivity.
The binary, three-dimensional mind tends to look for structure and form for
identification, hopefully to understand better their nature. All of these are infinitely
variable, for life is infinitely variable and the variations shape the forms, structures and
purpose. To hang one’s hat upon this requirement is unwise. When carefully observed,
functioning of a continuum leaves one seeing life as a bit magical, and remarking on the
beauty of it and the wonder. And remarking, “I could not have created that on my own,
but isn’t that wonderful?”
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